
LogiMAT 2024: Customized heavy-duty shelving for efficient warehouse 
logistics produced with respect for nature 

Tegometall, a leading provider of innovative warehouse solutions, will be presenting its 
pioneering TegoStock heavy-duty shelving range at LogiMAT 2024 in Stuttgart from March 
19th to 21st. The company is setting new standards in warehouse management for businesses 
faced with the challenges of limited space, clutter and rising operating costs. The company's 
trade fair appearance this year is all about sustainability and efficiency in warehouse 
logistics. 

Space efficiency with TegoStock heavy duty storage racking 

In response to the ever-increasing demands for faster goods handling in industries such as 
retail and shipping, Tegometall is presenting individually configurable heavy-duty shelving 
that makes efficient use of both horizontal and vertical space. Dr. Arndt Lüdtke, Managing 
Director of Tegometall, emphasizes the importance of high storage performance for 
competitiveness and customer satisfaction: "The optimal use of available storage space is 
crucial to maximizing storage capacity and improve operational efficiency." 

Innovative design for different requirements 

TegoStock heavy duty storage racking offers a versatile range of configurations to 
accommodate different space requirements and a variety of products in terms of shapes, sizes 
and weights. The manufacturer provides a selection of specialized rack uprights, beams, floor 
fixings and spacers to enable bespoke solutions. These racks can be configured for 
conventional wide aisle pallet racking, double deep storage in smaller areas or very narrow 
aisles (VNA) with rack heights of up to 16 meters. 

More than just racking: complete storage solutions 

Efficient warehouse logistics and productive workflows require more than just a versatile and 
durable shelving system. Tegometall goes above and beyond, offering comprehensive project 
support from initial 3D planning to professional installation. In addition, the company offers 
training courses at its training center in Krauchenwies to train assembly teams and warehouse 
specialists in the safe handling of heavy-duty racking. Tegometall's commitment extends to 
annual racking inspections to ensure compliance with DIN EN 15635 standards, with certified 
inspection personnel available for this purpose. 

The infrastructure advantage of Tegometall 

Dr. Lüdtke emphasizes Tegometall's unique position: "We not only distinguish ourselves as a 
manufacturer and service provider, but also manage an extensive inventory." Supported by 
highly automated production facilities and an on-site coil slitting line, Tegometall guarantees 
product availability and short delivery times, even for large orders. This infrastructure enables 
the company to think beyond conventional storage principles and constructively develop the 
concept of "little space, lots of space". 

 

 



Experience TegoStock and more at LogiMAT 2024 

Tegometall invites visitors to explore the TegoStock heavy-duty shelving range and other 
innovative storage solutions at LogiMAT 2024 in Stuttgart from March 19 to 21. The 
Tegometall team will be available for questions and discussions in Hall 5 at Stand 5F70. 

 

What: LogiMAT - International Trade Fair for Intralogistics Solutions and Process Management 

When: March 19 - 21, 2024 

Where? Messe Stuttgart, Hall 5, Stand 5F70 

Contact: Dr. Arndt Lüdtke, Managing Director 

Further information: https://www.tegometall.com/en/ 
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